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When she was suddenly given the opportunity of a new life in rural Jutland, journalist and
archetypal Londoner Helen Russell discovered a startling statistic: the happiest place on earth
isn't Disneyland but Denmark, a land often thought of by foreigners as consisting entirely of long,
dark winters, cured herring, Lego and pastries. What is the secret to their success? Are happy
Danes born or made?Helen decides there is only one way to find out: she will give herself a year,
trying to uncover the formula for Danish happiness. From child care, education, food and interior
design to SAD, taxes, sexism and an unfortunate predilection for burning witches, The Year of
Living Danishly is a funny, poignant record of a journey that shows us where the Danes get it
right, where they get it wrong, and how we might just benefit from living a little more Danishly
ourselves.Helen Russell is a journalist and former editor of MarieClaire.co.uk. She now lives in
rural Jutland and works as a Scandinavia correspondent for the Guardian as well as writing a
column on Denmark for the Telegraph.

"This book is so much broader and really emphasizes what I consider the psychology behind PR
writing. Anyone can look up "how to write a press release" on Google and copy the technique.
Newsom and Haines really help budding PR professionals understand WHY they have to catch
a reader's attention in the first 20 seconds and what their obligations are as a PR writer."About
the AuthorDoug Newsom, Ph.D., APR and Fellow Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) is
a Texas Christian University professor emerita of The Schieffer School of Journalism and the
senior co-author of THIS IS PR AND PUBLIC RELATIONS WRITING. She also is the co-author
of three other books and the author of another two, as well as the author of four current book
chapters. She is former member of the Commission on Public Relations Education, former chair
of PRSA's College of Fellows and is a past chair of the Accrediting Committee for the
Accrediting Council on Education for Journalism and Mass Communications. She has been
president of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, Southwest
Education Council for Journalism and Mass Communication, Texas Public Relations
Association, and both the Dallas and Fort Worth chapters of PRSA. Dr. Newsom has been
national faculty advisor to PRSSA. She has been head of the PR Division of AEJMC and served
as chair of its former division heads. Awards include the Institute for Public Relations' Pathfinder,
PRSA Outstanding Educator, Public Relations Foundation of Texas's Educator of the Year
Award, Texas Public Relations Association's Golden Spur, the Association for Women in
Communications Headliner, and in 2010 she was named to the Hall of Excellence of TCU's
Schieffer School of Journalism. She has served Fulbright teaching appointments in India and
Singapore; given workshops in South Africa, Hungary, Bulgaria, Poland and Vanuatu; and taught
in Latvia and England. She has been chair of the Fulbright discipline committee, served 18 years



on a gas research institute's advisory council and was one of the first women elected to the
board of a publicly held company, she was the first woman elected to the board of ONEOK
where she served 24 years until reaching mandatory retirement age. Currently, her volunteer
public relations work is for Rotary International.Jim Haynes is the director of research, senior
consultant and a member of the Board of Directors of QuickSilver Interactive Group, Inc. of
Dallas, Texas. He also is an adjunct professor at UNT, where he teaches public relations writing.
Accredited in Public Relations (APR), he is a member of Public Relations Society of America's
College of Fellows and is a Certified Records Manager. He served on the Public Relations
Society of America (PRSA) national Board of Directors and the Universal Accreditation Board,
responsible for accreditation for Public Relations Society of America PRSA and eight other
participating organizations. Former assistant dean in the College of Communication at The
University of Texas at Austin he taught public relations there and at the University of North Texas,
Texas State University-San Marcos, Southern Methodist University and Texas Christian
University. He has spoken at professional conferences and led seminars and workshops
throughout the US, Canada, England and Norway. Co-founder of the Public Relations
Foundation of Texas, he served as chairman of that organization as well as president of the
Texas Public Relations Association (TPRA) and the North Texas (now Dallas) Chapter of PRSA.
He has received numerous national, state and local awards from public relations organizations,
including lifetime membership in TPRA. Through Jim Haynes Consulting, he provides consulting
services to clients that have included major corporations throughout the United States, as well
as associations, municipalities, state agencies and non-profit organizations in the US, Canada,
Norway and Sweden. He worked with the Norwegian Institute of Journalism for 20 years,
coordinating a two-week short course for Norwegian newspaper editors at The University of
Texas at Austin.
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Holly, “What a joy to read!. While the title would indicate there are twelve chapters in the book
(one per month), there are actually thirteen, along with a hefty prologue, a significant epilogue,
and another section called "Top ten tips for living Danishly". This is much more than a quick
romp through living in Denmark as a ex-pat.I love the author's writing style - humorous, honest,
and introspective - and she gives the reader such great understanding of how she and her
husband ended up leaving London for a year in Denmark. While treated with frequent funny
asides, the factors coming together to prompt this move are actually significant and relatable.
There were so many notes I highlighted while reading, but this one was very early on: "wishing
away half your life in anticipation of retirement (albeit an awesome one) was verging on the
medieval....the fact that I was dreaming of retirement at the age of 33 was probably an indicator
that something had to change."Once in Denmark, there are a huge number of facts relevant to
Danes, Danish living, and human experience in general. In the January chapter, the element of
design is explored such as "research shows that great art and design can even induce the same
brain activity as being in love", and "In 2011, scientists at University College London studied this
phenomenon and confirmed that looking at something beautiful really can make us happier",
and "Paul Henningsen's lamps are so popular here that 50 per cent of Danes have at least one
in their home." In February's chapter, the work culture is explored and comparisons to the norm
in London made: "Back home, answering an email at midnight or staying at your desk until 8pm
was considered a badge of honour. But in Danish work culture, this implies you're incapable of
doing your work in the time available." and "Because the welfare state offers a safety net, Danes
can change career relatively easily. .......... 25 per cent of the Danish workforce gets a new job
every year."Not all is rosy and the July chapter talks about the high divorce rate (the fourth
highest in Europe) with August explores the phenomenon of "curling parents" - "parents with the
brooms who keep brushing in front of their kids, removing any obstacles to make their lives
easier".By the time I completed the book, I felt like I had a much better understanding of the
country and its culture. I learned so much but it was presented in such a lovely way that I happily
kept reading from one page to the next, no idea I was being educated along the way.Bottom
line: I LOVED this book. While I often read books downloaded from the library, I'm so pleased I
own this one as I can see myself going back an re-reading sections of it on a regular basis. A
trip to Denmark will definitely be in my future and a complete re-read of this fabulous book will be
completed before departure.”

Allen Smalling, “It Ain't Copenhagen, You Know ~~. In the Forties and Fifties, some very
effective satire was written by Americans from small towns who moved to big cities, or big city-
dwellers who assayed suburbia: MY SISTER EILEEN and PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES,
for example. In this century the same sense of alienation and mild cultural clash are more likely
to come from native speakers of English who wind up in similarly well-developed countries with



different languages and cultures: France in the highly successful FRENCH KIDS EAT
EVERYTHING or in THE YEAR OF LIVING DANISHLY, in which a go-getting London journalist
and her amiable husband ("Lego Man") commit to a year in a remote coastal village on
Jutland.What could go wrong? Well, lots of things according to author Helen Russell, who
admits that going to a remote small town early in winter is not a way to meet the local Danes,
because people tend to hole up during long winters full of short days. More or less stuck at
home, but armed with cell phone and the Internet, she proves her intrepidity by interviewing all
manner of Danish experts on such topics as the elusive quality of "hygge" (which roughly
translates as *Gemuetlickeit* though "cozy" is only a vague approximation), attitudes toward
religion, day care, the rearing of children, and the role of government-sponsored health care.
Russell's core concern is that the Danes regularly count as among the happiest of people,
perhaps THE happiest, though at times she finds her new environment more than bleak and her
neighbors a bit stand-offish -- even her high-tech dryer flashes "SLUT" at her when done,
because that's the Danish word for "Complete."With the changing seasons and her growing
competence at modern Danish life providing minimal narrative "glue," the focus of this book is
really a series of brightly written lifestyle articles based on her interviews with those Danish
experts. While Russell kindly translates the value of DKK (Danish Kronor) into both Pounds
Sterling and US Dollars, some of her UK locutions sent me straight for the dictionary: a "gilet" is
what we Yanks would call a padded vest, and "Salopettes" are something like "overalls" for
example. Many books currently on the market set out to define the elusive "hygge"; this book
makes it clear that what you really need, besides a well-built, snug and orderly house with
furniture and candles of the very first order, are something of a Danish mindset that LIKES to
cocoon during the cold months. A fun book, though at times the attitude of a go-to journalist
who was clearly unhappier than she liked to admit got a tad wearing. (To be fair, it seems that
Russell and Lego Man did decide to extend their stay.) Recommended, with the above
reservations.”

Sonicscot, “I want to move to Denmark.. I can't remember how I came across this book, though
it's likely I read a review of it somewhere, however it happened I'm really thankful that I found it.
Helen is a very enjoyable author to read, her style is easy to get lost in and her sense of humour
is wonderful and warm.I thoroughly enjoyed every page and the Danes owe her a debt of
gratitude for her description (in loving detail) of their special country. At several points in the book
I would briefly pause to consider the possibility of moving to Denmark, that's really saying
something because I live in the Highlands of Scotland If what Helen tells us about Denmark, it's
inhabitants and it's attitude to life, are true (and I have no reason to doubt her) then every other
country and its people should put into practice many aspects of Danish life.I can't think of a
better way to live than the Danish way, and Helen Russell does an amazing job of explaining why
this is.My faith in humanity is well and truly restored.”



Bookworm, “Read with a pinch of salt - and a Danish pastry. Helen Russell, a magazine
journalist moves from London to live in Denmark after her husband if offered a job there. So
Helen decides to use this opportunity to look into what makes Danes the happiest people in the
world.This made for an amusing read, and was quite nice going into autumn to hear of the
traditions and rituals Danes have to get through the darker months. This book should be taken
as a light read. It is not a scientific study, more a collection of superficial magazine articles. If
Helen wants to know anything, she either asks a friend, googles it, or phones an expert for their
opinion. Not all three, and it often feels a bit biased.I found it emphasised the positives, like the
work life balance, and social care, oh and Danish pastries of course! But skimmed over the
negatives, which according to the book are the Danes have a rule for EVERYTHING, violence
against women is the highest in Europe, cancer for both men & women is the highest in the
world, and Denmark has the highest use of antidepressants in Europe (no wonder they feel
happy).It was still a fun read though, and I even made cinnamon buns because of reading it -
Yum!”

Eva, “That hygge feeling. I loved being able to learn about living in Denmark, the culture, etc,
being told not just as facts but with great humour. "The things I've learned" at the end of each
chapter were interesting and funny, and I would pause and try to apply them to my own life - in
thought if not always deed! I could relate to being a stranger in a foreign land, as I too enjoyed
doing things how the locals did in South Africa, and found this rewarding about Denmark as you
get a better picture of life. Learned a lot too - easy politics, schooling, etc, without it being just
statistics so found it easier to remember. Loved the names she gave people, which made them
true characters. No downsides to the book at all. Thoroughly enjoyed every bit of it. Very
refreshing, and gave me that hygge feeling! I highly recommend.”

mimday, “A really interesting read. Makes me want to relocate!. I loved this book. I can't
recommend it highly enough. Helen was, like so many of us, running around the hamster wheel
of life - married, successful career, no children yet and yet not feeling fulfilled for, well, who
knows why. Anyway, her husband is offered the opportunity of relocating to Denmark for a year
so they make the decision. After all, Danes are meant to be the happiest people in the world
right? This is a beautifully written book; entertaining, honest, amusing and eye opening. We are,
as the book said, taken through Helen and, 'Lego Man's' move to Denmark and their exploration
of how things work in Denmark, how the Danes perceive their life, whether they're really happy
and why they are. Helen tells her story through her first hand account of their relocation, leaving
the language, trying to understand the culture and traditions and also with her interviews (she's
a freelance journalist) of various Danish experts in their field - living, eating, cooking etc. It really
was a great book. Only thing is that, by the end, I thought that I might be moving there myself!”

The book by Mr Oliver Staark has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3,343 people have provided feedback.
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